
WRITER’S BLOCK 
Revised ideas/ cues

By Dave Krunal 

SEGMENT 1

Mark’s paranoia - the writer’s block - calls escort service


SEGMENT 2

Rose comes.


Mark - what took you so long?


Rose - I know you are horny! But business comes first before pleasure.


Rose

	 - Is that your stuff?

	 - Oh! You are a writer!

	 - Books, cameras


Rose enters the bedroom

	 - Nice bedroom

	 - So, what you you want me to be today….

	 	 1. Sexy teacher

	 	 2. Naughty nurse

	 	 3. Cheating girlfriend


Mark - NO! Please cut this sales pitch. He grabs her and make her sit on the sofa.


SEGMENT 3

Mark 

	 1. How long you have been doing it

	 	 - Rose talks about how she end up in the business from Uni


	 2. Do you enjoy it

	 	 - There are some days I enjoy and some days I don't feel anything, my brain just 
shut off. But you, you are very special


	 3. Do you live local

	 	 - I live in CBD because most of my clients are in city. But, I am flexible!


	 4. What’s your name

	 	 - Rose


Mark - Rose? is that your real name?


Rose - That’s my real name


Mark - Can’t be because fucking website says the same name


Rose - It’s normal for business that I am in


Mark - Can’t we just forget about business for a minute? I have already paid you money, just want 
to know your real name - I mean the name on your passport


Rose - You have been asking a lot of personal questions, I don't know anything about you


Mark - ok, My name is Mark  - the date of birth and all that silly things, what's your name?




Rose - So lovely to know your Mark.. officially. I like <Rose share from her side>


 Mark interrupts - …and your name


My name is ROSEE


Mark takes deep breadth and gets money


here is more $$$$$


Mark lean forwards and confronts. 


Mark - NOW, NO MORE PLAY. TELL ME. What’s your name?


Rose - Thanks for money but why do you want to know?


Mark  - because… (hesitates but later shares the entire story how Dave, a photographer falls in 
love with Rebecca, a prostitute)


——


SEGMENT 4 (INSIDE THE NOVEL) 

Rebecca  - Dave… That's really deep!


Dave - Then why don’t you tell me your real name. I wanna be with you for some more time 
Rebecca.


Rebecca.- I can’t Dave. If I be with you whole day, how am I gonna make money?


Dave gets up and empties the wallet.


Dave - This is all I have Rebecca. I got these from my last photography assignment. 


Rebecca looks at money. Dave gets emotional. 


Dave (cries) - Take it. But, please be with for some time. 


Dave put his head on Rebecca’s lap. She crawls her fingers on his head.


Rebecca - I thought you love photography, not me Dave


Dave - It’s not like that Rebecca.


Dave realised that what THE HELL is happening. 


Dave - Hang on! Why am I calling you Rebecca? She is a character from my novel. 

Rebecca laughs 

Rebecca - Because my name is Rebecca. You know me Dave. 

Dave - NO! NO! Your name is ROSE… and why are you calling me DAVE…. 

SEGMENT 5


Rebecca disappears and Dave starts hallucinating.




<Dave see Rebecca in random places in the room.>


Rebecca_1 - When did you come out of the novel Dave?


Rebecca_2 - Did you miss me?


Rebecca_3 with camera - SMILE


Rebecca_4 with notepad and pen -  I don’t know what to write.


Rebecca taps Dave on his face right back where she was before.


Rebecca_5 - Do you have more money?


Dave breaks emotionally. He is terrified and retreats from her. He loses his sanity what’s real and 
what’s imaginary. He rushes toward the bedroom and hides inside the quilt. He is shivers and 
breathing heavily. 


Dave feels that the light and tone of the room changes and hear the voice.


I AM HERE DAVE!


Dave looks at the door and sees Rebecca in sexy dress. The time stops for Dave. Rebecca slowly 
comes on the bed, over to Dave. His heart starts pounding.


Dave - You… You are not my Rebecca… Who the fuck are you?


Rebecca leans forward, all the way and whispers to his ear…


“WRITER’S BLOCK”


CUT To.


We see Dave staring at blank screen of the computer.



